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Lunch Program:

open

BANQUET DATE HAS BEEN CHANGED TO APRIL 30th
Sorry for the inconvenience, but due to spikes in COVID numbers and abundance of caution the club moved the
date back a few weeks. See attached ticket form to buy early for discounted pricing.

March 12th

22 Pistol Shoot at CCSC Education Center

Sign up at 8am shooting starts soon after.

Bring at least 50 rounds and lots of luck.
$ 20. Entry, Lewis Class pay out
Honcho Jeff Bryant 702-275-1400

Rules:
1. Any 22 LR pistol. “Iron or red dot sights only” No scopes!
2. Shot from standing position, may lean against table with hip.
3. 1st round: 15 shots at steel targets. 5 @ 10 yards, 5 @ 15 yards and 5 @ 25 yards. One point per target knocked
over.
4. 2nd round: 10 shots at paper target @ 15 yards “ 2 minutes”
5. 3rd round: 5 shots at two balloons @ 25 yards. Each balloon busted equals 5 more shots at the paper target @
25 yards.
6. One time buy back on balloon shoot, $ 5.00
7. Shots on paper target and steels knocked over added up for final score.
Ties will be broken by shoot off, “Honcho to determine tie format”

March 19th Sunnyside Ice Off Fishing….see page 4 for
additional information/details.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Next meeting Thursday April 14th, 11:45 at LV National Golf Club
located at 1911 E Desert Inn Road (near Eastern) price $20

Presidents Message...Steve Peirce
February was a fun month for the Club. We held a Board Meeting, 1st Monthly
Luncheon for the year, Ice Fishing in Ely and a Pellet Gun shooting event. With
the weather warming up and people ready to get out, there should be plenty of
opportunities for fun.
Make your arrangements for the Banquet (April 30) and we are looking for
additional donations (gear, hunting events or items for ladies).
Thanks for your participation and we have two fun events in March (22 Pistol
Shoot 3/12 and Sunnyside Fishing 3/19).
Have fun and make some stories to tell.
Steve Pierce President 2022

“All we want to do is hunt and fish and talk about it.

SPORTSMAN of the Year Nominations. Chairman Ken Johnson 221-9116 or 858-8551 is requesting
nominations for SOTY. Nominations close on April 1, 2022 the selection committee will be reviewing the
nominations and secret ballot of those nominations will determine the winner of our 30th Anniversary
Sportsman of the Year. A few nominations have already been submitted, this is our clubs highest honor and
can be won only once. A short list of members have earned the SOTY award. Please contact Ken with your
nominations.
LVWW Banquet: The date is set for April 30th at the Gold Coast Hotel &
Casino. This will be a celebration of 30 years for the club. We had to
cancel last year so want a BIG PARTY this year. The banquet is our ONLY
fund raiser for the year. We need volunteers to help out. Chairman Mike
Reese has started early (we currently have about 16 guns purchased and
in our possession) we desperately need more donation items. Mark
Transue 219-3716 is in charge of collecting donations so if you have
something or have a lead on a donation contact Mark. Donations can be
ANYTHING. Dinner vouchers, show tickets, sporting event tickets, outdoor
gear, hunts, small items of all sorts, think outside the box things like an oil
change at the local lube shop, tires, gunsmithing, clothing, airline tickets,
sports memorabilia etc. Costs have increased so currently the dinner
tickets are set at $75 for adults pre-sale and $100 at the door and $45 for
kids. See the ticket sales flyer, to submit your request early.
Banquet Season is upon us…..help support other clubs &
organizations
March 12 WHIN Banquet at Gold Coast Hotel & Casino
March 19 Meadow Valley Wildlife Unlimited Banquet at Caliente Fire Department
April 23 RMEF Banquet at Sam’s Town Hotel & Casino
May 21 Fraternity of Desert Big Horn Banquet at South Pointe Hotel & Casino
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Ely Ice Fishing recap
Once again the hearty crew of hard water fishermen and
women descended on Comins Lake just south of Ely for
some ice fishing. The weather was post card perfect, sure
a bit cold in the early morning somewhere in the teens to
low 20’s but it warmed up nicely later in the day…..the
temperature warmed up, not the fish catching.
I’m
jumping ahead a bit.
We scheduled the event to coincide with the Ely Rotary
Ice Fishing Derby with the chance to catch a tagged fish
for $100 and a top prize of $5000. We have always
gathered at the north end of the south lake but the “derby”
promotion said all the tagged fish were released in the
north lake. Honcho Brian Patterson called an audible
early Saturday morning to meet at the south end of the
north lake rather than our usual location on the south lake.
This would allow all that entered to potentially catch a
tagged fish. The scout Troop 130 set up camp on shore
making breakfast while the main LVWW group of roughly 20-25 anglers started drilling holes. The honcho quickly
landed a fish at roughly 7:30am, 30 minutes PRIOR to the official start of the contest. Did not count.
Our group of 20 anglers each with 1-2 rods set up only managed to catch ONE fish from 8am – 3pm. Member Aaron
Forgey (picture above) was the only “official” catch for that part of the lake ALL DAY. There were lots and lots of
anglers around us and none of them were catching fish either. A few from the group Nick Gulli and Steve Junge posted
up in our original location on the south lake and managed to land a “few” fish during the day. About mid-day Steve
Pierce relocated to the south lake and landed two fish himself. I think the final tally was roughly 10-11 fish caught by the
LVWW group of some 20-25 anglers and those fish were caught by only 4-5 different guys. Top fisherman was Steve
Junge with six fish.
The whole day was not a complete bust, we still had a fun time even though the fish didn’t cooperate much. The scouts
not only made breakfast but they also provided pulled pork sliders for lunch to the fishermen on the ice! There was
grumbling all over the ice that very few fish were caught with an estimated 600-650 fisherman out for the day. A rumor
said only one tagged fish was caught and later I confirmed reading the Ely Times Newspaper in fact only 1 fish was
caught netting the angler Christian Kolberg a prize of $5000!!!

Nelson Stone

Steve Pierce

Brian Patterson

The Easter Bunny

Wayne Kirch WMA (aka:Sunnyside) Saturday March 19 8am-1pm

Haymeadow Res

Be sure to join us for the annual Sunnyside “Ice Off” at the Kirch Wildlife Area. On
Saturday morning we’ll meet up at 8am at the improved Haymeadow boat ramp to
start the fishing event, (boats with small motors are allowed). Due to heavy
reed/cattail growth shore access is limited to the dams at all the lakes at
Sunnyside so a small boat, canoe or float tube is best. Haymeadow Reservoir is
not restricted on bait choices per NDOW regulations. This will be an Angler of the
Year event and scoring will be simple, most fish caught, using the honor system.
Don’t forget your fishing license! See honcho with fish from a past years event...a
nice fat rainbow caught right at the boat ramp.
After a quick lunch back at the boat dock 1pm, some of us will be packing up and
heading back to Vegas, some may want to try the other reservoirs. This can be a
one day excursion for those willing to drive up and back on the same day.
Sunnyside is 175 miles north of town (3 hrs). (there are 5 reservoirs at Sunnyside,
all contain trout and bass) Haymeadow is the farthest south reservoir. A small group may be heading up with
trailers/tents on Friday the 18th to stay at the campground (bring your own water as I don’t think the
campground will be fully operational this early in the season).
See map for location of fishing event at
Haymeadow Res located within the Wayne
Kirch Wildlife Management Area also known
as Sunnyside.
Easy directions: north from LV on I-15 approx
20 miles to Hwy 93 (the junction has a Love’s
truckstop) north on Hwy 93 roughly 80 miles
just past Ash Springs (last stop for gas) to
Hwy 318. North on Hwy 318 roughly 70 miles
to the turn off. Turn left (west) on dirt road
roughly 6-8 miles to the lakes. There is a
brown BLM sign on 318 pointing the direction
to the water. If you get to the town of Lund
you went too far
. 2.5-3hrs drive time, so
you can leave early in the morning if you
wish.

Historically we try to set this close to the ice off as the fishing is generally pretty
fast and furious, I recall one year with three of us on the boat all landing over
100 fish each for the day. BUT, there have been some slow days as well. 4770
9” fish were stocked in October, they should be 12-14 inches now. Spring
weather is unpredictable, warm and sunny to COLD and windy. Come
prepared for anything weatherwise. Check the reports just prior to the event.
Shore fishing is limited to the dam area, it is best to have access to a small boat
or kayak or float tube. We will be launching from the boat dock at 8am and
check in back at the boat dock at 1pm. Coordinate with honcho Brian
Patterson 715-2020 to car pool for the ride up or find a buddy with an open seat
on a boat to make your day more successful.
Services are limited so bring everything you will need for the
day/weekend.
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WHAT’S THE FUTURE OF TRAIL CAMERAS IN THE WEST?

BY Travis Hall

MeatEater

Big changes are on the horizon for trail camera use in the state of Utah, following similar, recent bans in Arizona and
Nevada. In an early January decision that divided the state’s hunting community, the Utah Wildlife Board voted to
prohibit the use of all trail cameras during fall big game seasons.
Utah's new regulations, which extend to both private and public land from July 31 to Dec. 31, came on the heels of a longrunning and contentious debate about the ethics of remote photography in the Beehive State and other parts of the West.
Trail cameras are not being questioned as widely in other regions of the country.
Board members arrived at the 4-3 decision after a survey issued by the Utah Department of Wildlife Resources polled
thousands of Utah license holders. Among other topics, it asked respondents to indicate support for or opposition to rule
changes that would prohibit trail cameras during a specific time of year.
One section of the survey asked hunters if they would support a trail camera rule similar to the one already in place in
Nevada. Nevada prohibits the use of trail cameras on public land (the state is nearly 90% public) from Aug. 1 to Dec. 31
of each year.
“In the survey, 49.6% supported implementing Nevada-style regs, 10% percent said they didn’t care, and the balance of
39.5% was opposed,” Utah State Representative Casey Snider told MeatEater.
Snider was the lead sponsor of HB 295, which passed the Utah State Legislature in the spring of 2021. That bill required
the Utah Wildlife Board to make changes around trail camera use and regulations. It also banned baiting for big game.
According to Snider, Utah’s desert landscape and arid climate create a somewhat unique situation that makes trail camera
use problematic.
“I’m in a limited-entry unit where I live,” he said. “There’s hardly a wallow or a spring that doesn’t have at least one
camera on it, and the ones that are more well known have piles of cameras.”
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A lifelong hunter who also led a recent charge to establish a constitutional right to hunt and fish in Utah, Snider is
outspoken about his belief that trail cameras have gotten out of hand in his home state. In a landscape with finite water
sources, there seems to be several cameras trained on every spring and guzzler–with people going in and out to check
them regularly.
He says that while trail cameras have been a divisive and uncomfortable issue, most of the opposition to new regulations
is coming from the state’s guiding and outfitting community.
“The regular Joe is upset, but not the majority of regular people,” Snider said. “The ones that are super wound up are the
folks who think this is going to impact their bottom line. I just don’t have sympathy for that. I think this is the public’s
wildlife.”
Snider believes that certain guides and outfitters in Utah may be violating fair chase ethics with their exorbitant trail
camera tactics.
“You’ve got individuals, largely in the guiding and outfitting community, that are running hundreds of cameras or
purchasing images on thousands of cameras,” he said. “They literally have the ability to say, here’s the animal, we know
where he’s gonna be, so we put the guy in place and we pull the trigger. Those are the bad actors who have created this
entire conflict.”
Not Alone Other arid states in the desert Southwest have faced similar challenges. The Arizona Game and Fish
Commission voted unanimously to approve a year-round prohibition on trail cameras in July 2021, while Nevada
implemented its seasonal regulations back in 2018. As Snider alludes, the Nevada regulations closely guided the rules
now in place in Utah.
Utah’s new regulations also ban the use of night vision devices that employ thermal imaging and infrared technology for
hunting.
“The technology for that stuff is out there right now, and I believe that it’s at a price point where it’s almost affordable,”
Snider said. “Some of that infrared stuff makes cameras look like nothing because you can look at a hillside through
thermal imaging and see through cover. I mean, the deer and elk are not al Qaeda. Let’s give 'em a chance.”
Pros and Cons MeatEater’s Director of Conservation Ryan Callaghan says that recent efforts to regulate trail cameras in
Utah and other Western states present a tricky conundrum.
“I think there’s some very clear, beneficial uses to trail cameras,” Cal said. “I think there’s a really strong argument to be
made that it’s a great way to get the kids and the whole family outside and invested in the outdoors.”
He points out that state wildlife agencies also benefit from trail camera technology.
“There’s a huge benefit to state agencies, even when that comes from the citizen science side of things,” Cal said.
“There’s been a lot of trail cam data in the last 10 years that individuals have reached out with, whether it’s documenting
how far juvenile mountain lions are traveling or these young male wolves are traveling, and that’s just from a citizen
science standpoint. The ability of our wildlife agencies to set up a remote camera trap at relatively low cost is huge, and
those are all extreme positives.”
The Utah trail camera ban exempts government agencies and educational organizations but does not have a carve out for
the type of citizen science that Cal is referring to.
From a hunting standpoint, however, Cal says he is not opposed to the new rules in Utah.
“My personal take on trail cameras is it wouldn’t bother me in the slightest if they went away,” he said. “I’m not going to
go to bat for trail cameras. It’s a weird deal. I don’t use them. I’m never in a spot where I’m like, ‘If only I could get a
dozen trail cameras out here.’”
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For Cal, another ethical concern is the practice of guides, outfitters, or professional scouts selling or marketing photos of
an individual animal to prospective clients.
In Utah, it was once possible to purchase images and location data for a particular trophy-class animal on the internet.
Such time-sensitive information about an individual animal’s characteristics and whereabouts gives hunters with enough
disposable cash an unfair advantage, Cal said.
“There’s this very real monetization of wildlife where guides and outfitters can sell images or data pertaining to an
individual animal,” he said. “They’d say that they’re selling the opportunity to harvest that animal, not the animal itself.
But we know that the general public, which is not deep into the world of trophy hunting, doesn’t find that palatable.”
The new rules in Utah prohibit “the sale or purchase of trail camera footage or data to take or aid in the take of big game.”
Some Utah hunters who oppose the state’s new trail camera rule worry that it could lead down a slippery slope toward
future bans on critical hunting technology.
Casey Butler is a founder of HUSH, a Utah-based hunting lifestyle brand and media company. In a recent episode of the
HUSHLIFE Podcast, Butler voiced concerns about the impending trail camera ban.
“I think what gets a lot of guys scared anytime anything gets taken away is what’s next? Ninety nine point nine percent of
the animals I’ve killed are because of these right here,” he said, holding up a pair of binoculars. “This is technology that
has taken us to a new place. Are optics next? Why are optics any different than a trail camera?”
The Future of Trail Cam Technology in the West Utah, Arizona, and Nevada aren’t alone in implementing recent
changes to trail camera regulations, but other bans target “live-action” or “transmitting” cameras only. These cameras
provide users with real-time photos of anything that triggers their motion sensors, often sending images directly to the
user’s smartphone.
Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks recently walked back a seasonal prohibition of all trail cameras in favor of a rule that
bans “cameras or video devices capable of transmitting real-time information, pictures or videos.” Colorado Parks &
Wildlife “prohibits the use of trail cameras that use the internet or other computer-assisted remote technology while
hunting or fishing.” In 2018, the Wyoming Game and Fish Commission addressed the issue as well, recommending a ban
on “real-time trail cameras” from Aug. 1 to Dec. 31.
In New Mexico, transmitting cameras were banned statewide in November of 2018, but more traditional trail cameras that
require hunters to physically remove a memory card in order to retrieve photo data remain legal.
Jesse Duebel, executive director of the New Mexico Wildlife Federation, says that while New Mexico has a similarly arid
climate, the state has not seen the same type of camera proliferation around critical water sources that’s so often cited by
hunters in Utah and Arizona.
“We’re an arid state and you’d think you would go to a water hole and see 15 to 20 cameras, but that just doesn’t seem to
be the case,” Duebel told MeatEater. “I wouldn’t doubt that that controversy gets to New Mexico at some point in the
future, but it’s not currently being discussed very much.”
It remains to be seen whether the trend toward regulating trail cameras in the West will continue or end with the recent
rule changes in Utah, but some people speculate that drought and rapidly growing numbers of hunters afield may only
serve to exacerbate the problems that cameras sometimes create. Remote photography is not as widely debated in the East,
South, and Midwest, where tags come over the counter, water is plentiful, and private lands dominate most landscapes.
For his part, Rep. Snider says he doesn't like to see infighting within the hunting community. But he stands behind his
proposals, despite the divisiveness they’ve generated.
“I don’t like hunter-on-hunter conflict,” he said. “But I fundamentally believe that we have to do something here. I think
that the wildlife that we all use in whatever way deserves that level of dignity.”
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BUY – SELL - TRADE
Buyers & Sellers agree to obey all firearms laws and local regulations in all transactions and hold LVWW
harmless. Hunting, Fishing Camping gear for sale. Anyone have some gear they aren’t using and would like
to pass on? And perhaps make some money at the same time.
Ralph Willits 423-7444 is looking for a reasonably priced (less than $1500) 12 gauge O/U shotgun to
purchase.
Brian Patterson 715-2020 is looking for a reasonably priced 20 gauge semi-auto shotgun to purchase and
some 12 gauge shotgun shells to “borrow”, (any shot size is fine) will return the empty hulls.

New Members:

We welcome new members: Lem Aligaen, make sure to get your free hat at lunch for

joining.

Doc Aaron McCoy

Jimmy& Joe Koshemole 30 quail and chukar

Flush em up boys, they went that way!

Quail Run Hunting in Bristow Oklahoma, Neil Dille put together a quick hunt, looks like it was a fun time, Doc
McCoy has relocated to OK and is doing well with his hunting outfit. If there are enough members interested we could
set something up….Doc is also donating this hunt to the banquet this year.

Club member Robert Gaudet was recently recognized
Ever wonder what a SIG SAUER 50 for 50 honoree does to win this
prestigious award? Nevada’s dedicated Hunter Educator, Robert
Gaudet has been a volunteer hunter educator for 28 years. Shortly after
arriving to Nevada, Robert took personal time to travel the state and
familiarize himself with trails and historical points of interest to share
with his students. He also started teaching Angler Education, Archery
and Wildlife Conservation in 1993 and served as director of the Las
Vegas Blind Fishing Tournament for 10 years. Robert served on the
board of the Nevada Wildlife Federation, Inc. for 10 years, currently
serves on the board of the Southern Nevada Coalition for Wildlife, the
Wildlife Habitat and Improvement of Nevada (WHIN), and has been
president of the Lake Mead Boat Owners Assn. Best of all, Robert is a
life member at the Las Vegas go-cart club! Talk about a lot of energy!
We honor you, Robert. Thank you so much for the uncountable hours of teaching fishing and hunting conservation, and
for your personal commitment to Nevada to ensure that the wildlife are preserved for generations to come.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

LVWW Marksman- Angler Events
March 12th 22 Pistol Shoot at CCSC 8am-noon MARKSMAN EVENT
Honcho Jeff Bryant 275-1400
19th Sunnyside Ice Off Fishing 8am-1pm ANGLER EVENT
Honcho Brian Patterson 715-2020
April

May

9th Comins Lake BIG Trout fishing ANGLER EVENT
Honcho Brian Patterson 715-2020
16th Spring Feast at CCSC Sporting Clays MARKSMAN EVENT
Honcho Mike Reese 400-6501 & Kyle Otto 219-4803 food
30th LVWW 30th Anniversary Sportsman Banquet at Gold Coast
Otter Creek fishing CANCELLED conflict with Banquet date

Stories or photos, contact GameBag
editor Brian Patterson 715-2020

14th Pistol Dueling Tree Shoot at CCSC 8am-noon MARKSMAN EVENT
Honcho Ralph Willits 423-7444
21-22 Panguitch Lake Big Trout Fishing at Aspen Cove Resort ANGLER EVENT
Honcho Mark Transue 219-3716

In the News/Coming Events
Clark County Advisory Board to Manage Wildlife (CAB) Next Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, March 8, 5:30pm-9:00pm
stay tuned for updates if it will be held BOTH virtually AND in person at Government Center, Pueblo room, 500 S Grand
Central Pkwy. Main topic of discussion is water fowl season dates.

2022 Marksman & Angler of the Year Standings
Marksman of the Year

Angler of the Year

All Around

2022 standings after 2/11 events

2022 standings after 1/5 events

2022 Standings after 3/16 events

Tony Perkins
Steve Junge
Craig Rodery
Luke Weber
Jeff Bryant

Steve Junge

Steve Junge
Craig Rodery
Tony Perkins
Steve Pierce
Gulli/Willits

19 pts
18 pts
12 pts
10 pts
8 pts

10 pts
Pierce/Rodery/Gulli
8 pts
Aaron Forgey
6 pts
many tied with
1 pts
many more tied 0 pts

“Do not consider painful what is good for you”
Euripides 451 BC Greek dramatist
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28 pts
21 pts
19 pts
16 pts
9 pts

The GameBag
Las Vegas Woods and Waters Club
P. O. Box 29081
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126-3081
www. LVWoodsandWaters.org
Email: admin@lvwoodsandwaters.org
Editor: Brian Patterson 702 715-2020

3-Year Term
Brian Burris
Ron Stoker
Jeff Jorgenson
Carl Jamison
Nick Guilli

2022 Officers
President
1st VP
2nd VP
Treasurer
Secretary
Warden
GameBag
Social Media
2022 Directors
2-Year Term
James Werner
Mark Transue
Steve Scott
John Mitteness
Jeff Bryant

Steve Pierce
Dave Talaga
Jeff Bryant
Mike Reese
Ralph Willits
John Mitteness
Brian Patterson
Reese/Patterson
1-Year Term
Steve Peirce
Randy Peters
Ryan Werner
Duane LaDuke
Steve Reiter

Lunch door host: Steve Reiter

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION—LAS VEGAS WOODS & WATERS CLUB
PO Box 29081 Las Vegas, Nevada 89126-9081
Email:admin@lvwoodsandwaters.org Website: www.LVWoodsandWaters.org

Name: ______________________________________________

Amount Due with application

Address: _______________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________State:__________Zip:___________
Cell Phone:______________________________Home Phone:___________________________
Payment: Check:____Cash____Visa____MC____
Acct. No._________________________________Expires:__________________CIP:_________
Signature: _________________________________________________________Date:________
Email:_________________________________________________________________________
“all we want to do is hunt, and fish and talk about it”

$25

Jokes
See below for April 30, LVWW banquet ticket sales form

AN INTERESTING OBSERVATION
1. The sport of choice for the urban poor is BASKETBALL.
2. The sport of choice for maintenance level employees is BOWLING.
3. The sport of choice for front-line workers is FOOTBALL.
4. The sport of choice for supervisors is BASEBALL.
5. The sport of choice for middle management is TENNIS.
And...
6. The sport of choice for corporate executives and officers is GOLF.
THE amazing fact is, the higher you go in the corporate structure, the smaller your balls become.
There must be a shit load of people in Washington DC playing marbles.

John Fenner, Neil Dille, Brian Patterson, Mike Taylor and Mike Maggiore

LVWW TRAP TEAM – FIRST PLACE
This announcement should have been front page news, the Winter League recently wrapped up and
look who ended up in FIRST PLACE. LVWW has sponsored a trap team for 20-25 years shooting
four leagues a year (every Wednesday night, non-stop), that’s 80-100 league opportunities to hone
our skills. This is just the second time we have won first place! The other time, just 2 years ago,
we must be getting better with age…..after all these years! Congratulations!
www.LVWoodsandWaters.org

Pellet, BB gun and Poker Results
Another great time was had by the 25 who came out
for the event.
Among the 25 who came 7 were youth. “Fathers and
sons, Grandfathers and just friends.” The weather was
cool but enjoyable, mild wind. The competition was
close. Steve Junge had the dead eye and took the
overall win earning himself $70. The other top
shooters were as fallows: Tony Perkins, Carson
Dudzinski (Youth) and Steve Peirce. As for the Lewis
class winner: John Mitteness, Jeff Bryant, Nick Gulli
and Rodger Palmer.
Each shooter was dealt 2 cards after shooting each
gun and a single card when turning in their targets.
The five cards were used for a high poker hand. Can you believe out of 25 shooters three 4s were the winning
hand? Nick Marchesi (youth) won a Daisy Red Rider BB gun. The cards were then added up for high score “5
cards 21” Ralph Willits took home a Nerf gun. Next the low hand won a Nerf gun also, “John Girard”. And just
for fun, low card won a sucker which was a tie so two suckers went home.
Thanks for all the Jr honchos who helped put this on.
Honcho Jeff Bryant
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Las Vegas Woods and Waters Club
The 30th Annual Sportsman of the Year Awards Banquet
Saturday, April 30th, 2022

Gold Coast Hotel and Casino-Nevada Ballroom
Doors open at 5:00 pm
Dinner at 6:45 pm

Raffle tickets are $2 each and only come in strips of 10 get the early bird special

Strip of 10 raffle tickets for $15 before March 31st
Strip of 10 raffle tickets for $20 after March 31 and at the door

Guns, Raffles, Hunts, Silent Auction, Live Auction, and Games
Dinner $75 per person, $800 for table of ten (includes 50 Raffle Tickets)
Order raffle tickets by March 31st, 2022, to qualify for Early Bird Pricing

Dinner ticket at the Door is $100, so Buy Early!!!
Call Mike Reese at 702-400-6501 for more information, if needed
Mail/Email Form with Check or Credit Card to: LVWWC, PO Box 29081, Las Vegas, NV 89126
Email: mikereese224@gmail.com
ITEM
Table of 10 (Table Honcho gets 50 raffle tickets)
Adult Dinner
Child Dinner (Chicken Fingers)
Pre-purchase Raffle Tickets (strip of 10 tickets for $15)
Honcho Name:
Guest Name 1:
Guest Name 2:
Guest Name 3:
Guest Name 4:
Guest Name 5:
Guest Name 6:
Guest Name 7:
Guest Name 8:
Guest Name 9:

# of tickets

TOTAL

Amount
$800
$75
$45

Total
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Name:_______________________________________________Phone:____________________________
Address:______________________________________________________Zip:______________________
Email:_________________________________________________________________________________
Visa:____ MC:____ Credit Card #:_________________________________Exp:________ CCV Code:______

